Assets

Transportable Buildings
Hire Solutions

Ascention Assets Pty Ltd provides professional transportable
building hire solutions to the mining and civil construction industry in
remote and regional Western Australia.
We supply and install quality accommodation and support buildings
to upgrade existing locations or to create a new, modern facility.
Experience
Ascention is West Australian owned and operated, and has been providing services to the
industry since 2007.
Our dedicated team has a wealth of industry knowledge and years of hands-on, practical
experience sourcing and installing quality transportable buildings. Ascention is a leadingedge supplier, with the innovation to evolve with industry initiatives and meet future
demand.

First-aid facilities
Offices (standard or large complexes)
Lunch/crib rooms
Ablutions
Accommodation units
Disabled accommodation
Laundries
Kitchens

Customer focus
Our aim is to exceed our customers’ expectations and build strong, lasting relationships
with our clients. We also understand the importance of completing projects on time and
on budget.
We work closely with our clients to find the right solution for each individual site.
Ascention can also provide specialised one-off requirements, non-standard buildings and
ongoing support.

Dining facilities
Ice rooms
Gymnasiums
Motel lockers

Quality Transportable Buildings
Ascention offers a modern, extensive and diverse fleet of transportable buildings. We
can provide temporary or permanent accommodation, together with a variety of support
buildings, including administration, lifestyle facilities and utilities.
Quality
Our buildings are constructed to the highest standard. Ascention also adopts the best
possible practice to ensure that all project installations are designed to withstand extreme
West Australian weather conditions.

Airport Terminals
Containerized freezer/fridge units
Sea containers small & large
Re-usable concrete cyclone footings
Mobile crib & toilet buildings
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We have buildings in stock, serviced and ready for dispatch to your
project at all times to ensure a quick turn-around.

Project Management

Location

Ascention offers a complete project management service, where required. We can assist
you with the design, planning approval, construction, transport and installation of your
new facilities. Our experienced team can manage all aspects of the project from concept
to completion.

Ascention Assets Administrative Head Office is located in Perth and provides services to
clients projects in the South and Mid-West regions. We also have a convenient location in
the Pilbara servicing clients projects in the North West region.

Hire Options
The diagrams below show a typical selection of proven designs but as each project has
different requirements then so do our designs adapt to suit.

Wyloo

Perth

Statutory Requirements
Transport & Logistics
Ascention has moved a vast number of buildings in and out of remote and regional Western
Australia. Our transport suppliers are experienced, cost-competitive and reliable. We provide
flat-top, drop-deck, hiab and tilt-tray transport to meet site-specific requirements.

Our buildings are designed to comply with the Australian Standards, the Building Code
of Australia (including Full Cyclonic requirements), energy efficiency, local government and
disability access regulations.
If required, we can assist with document preparation for Planning and Building Licence
Applications.
As a West Australian company, Ascention is familiar with all local statutory obligations and
understands the processes required to meet current building and environmental codes.
Contact Ascention for a professional solution to your temporary, semi-permanent or
permanent transportable building requirements.
Phone 08 9267 2343 or e-mail info@ascention.com.au. For further details on additional
comprehensive services visit our website at www.ascentionassets.com.au.
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